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WHAT YOU OTTER DO!

Dear Caitlyn,
You are officially a grown up.
P.S. The salad fork goes on the left.
Love,

I was reluctant to take on a
responsibility I might have to own
for the rest of my life. I had become
an adult the day I got credit cards. If
becoming an adult means I need to
build credit, I’ve got a good jump on
it. Although, I haven’t gone far with
it, I did purchase my first big item;
a brand new laptop. Three months

Dear Caitlyn,
You are now an adult.
P.S. Don’t forget to make your
payments on time.
Love,

As much as I sometimes wish
I could go back to the days when
Monopoly money paid for everything
and making Thanksgiving dinner
meant pulling out the Easy Bake
Oven, I can’t. I must embrace what
life has given me and what it asks of
me in my new adulthood. I must be
thankful for all that I have, including
the chances I have to show what I can
do, what I can become as an adult.
Right now, that’s tired, broke, over
whelmed...young, healthy, educated,
loved. Right now, I can handle it.

Dear Caitlyn,
There is no nap time in the adult
world, no graham crackers, no
milk. Your mom no longer makes
your lunch. Or dinner. But you
can set your own bedtime and eat
whatever you like. You can work
hard, play fair and do anything
you set your mind to. And you can
host Thanksgiving any way you
want. Apron or no apron. With or
without the right fork. Chances are
they’ll all just be glad you did.
Love,
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I’m not sure I am ready for this
change, but I think it has already
happened. It is something I didn’t
see coming and something I couldn’t
have anticipated. I can’t pinpoint
an exact event or moment when it
happened; I’m not even sure whether
it happened in an instant or if it has
been a more gradual progression.
But what I do know is that it has
happened. I’ve become an adult.
At what point in my life did I
become old enough to host
Thanksgiving at my apartment? I
have invited family and friends for
the feast this year. How old do I think
I am? I’ve since had one of those “ah
ha” moments, where it feels like the
turkey and mashed potatoes have hit
the fan. I don’t even own an apron.
And the only mixer I have was on
sale at Target for $15. Don’t get me
wrong; I am delighted, proud, even,
to have family over to my place. I
feel honored and grateful. But where
was the notice that I had grown up
enough to host the holidays?

later, my hard drive died. But I’m an
adult. I’ve got it handled. The fact
that it is still under warranty means I
am covered. How do I write a paper
using computer that is in the morgue?
Plus, I just made another payment for
a post-mortem computer. Is this what
being an adult means?

THURS 11/12
SPEAKER SIMON CEDILLO
MONTEREY PENINSULA FOUNDATION AUDITORIUM!BLDG. 508 1188)
8 P.M.-10 P.M.
CSUM8 will be bringing in Simon Cedillo who is an activist and travels ail around the
world and films documentaries He will be talking about his recent travels and may be
showing a documentary His documentaries are about injustices happening around the
globe that many people are not aware of

FR111/13
POETRY SLAM
STUDENTCENTER
8 P.M. -9 P.M.
The Poetry Slam is an Open Mic night where students are invited to share songs,
poems, or speeches with the student body.

MON 11/16
WRITERS ON FIRE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
TPM-10 P.M.
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Caitlyn Johnson, Editor-In-Chief
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Dear Caitlyn,
You're an
Adult Now.
Love,

GOT AN EVENT? LET US KNOW!
OTTER_REALM@CSUMB.EDU

Writers on Ftrell’ is a literary event presenting authors from throughout California
many of whom are award-winning writers. giving voioe to some of the major social
justice issues of our time. This unique public reading features West Coast poets and
writers such as Loma Dee Cervantes, Elliot Roberts and Matthew Shenoda. along with
CSUMB giaduales Rafael Aibarran, Linda Lopez, and Tracy Dengler-Keily Joining
these authors, ail featured in the exciting new book. Fire & Ink An Anthology of Sooal
Action Writing ’ will be CSUMBs own award-winning writers Diana Garcia. Debra
Busman, and Frances Payne Adler, co-editors of this groundbreaking publication.
See Article on page 13

TUE11/17
HARVEST DINNER
ORfVBSiHGHTB

.

:

5PM-8FM
Annual Harvest Dinner for students. staff and faculty. Join us for a complete turkey
dinner with all the trimmings.

MON-FR111/23-27
FALL BREAK/THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
FACULTY PLANNING DAYS/CAMPUS CLOSED

WED 12/2
STYLE YOUR SOLE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
STUDENTCENTER
6 P.M. -9 P.M.
TOMS @ CSUMB: Come make your own unique pair of TOMS for yourself or a loved
one for the Holidays and a child in need TOMS will be available for purchase at the
event but pre-ordering your shoes is recommended. And if you don’t have an artist side
we will be having a silent auction, or you can buy a pair of TOMS and have an Artist on
Spot design for you for an additional fee.

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE (HIMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE AT WWW.CALENOAR.CSUMB.EDU
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And Thanksgiving for All
Safeer Bhombal, Staff Reporter
SBHOMBAL@CSUMB.EDU

Every year, on the fourth Thursday in
November, millions of Americans sit
down with family and friends to celebrate
Thanksgiving. The event consists of
the consumption of an array of food,
from turkey and mashed potatoes to
cranberry sauce and pumpkin pie. Surely
the students at CSU Monterey Bay
(CSUMB), who have been relegated
to the basic meals served in the dining
commons (DC), are eagerly awaiting
their return home during fall break to
enjoy their Thanksgiving feast.
However, some students may not be
able to return home for the holiday. To
give students a taste of the tradition, the
DC will host a Harvest Dinner on Nov.
17 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

The Harvest Dinner costs $10 or
two blocks for students with a meal
plan. The dinner will feature the usual
Thanksgiving items, which include roast
turkey, stuffing, mashed potatoes, green
beans, mixed greens, salad, cranberry
sauce, rolls, pumpkin and sweet potato
pie. There also will be a vegan option,
which is gluten free. The only two
dining options on this day for students
wishing to use their meal plans include

the Otter Express (OE) and the Harvest
Dinner.
Students and their guests are strongly
encouraged to RSVP to the Harvest
Dinner to ensure a seat available at the
event and enough food for everyone.
The evening will include a raffle to win
an iPod touch. Two extra raffle tickets
will be given to those who RSVP early.
“This should more than make up for
the holiday experience among those who
do not get this at home,” said Michelle
Baylacq, catering and restaurant manager
at CSUMB, who is cohosting the Harvest
Dinner
Nick Frazer, an undeclared freshman
living in the residence halls, is among the
many who, due to financial constraints,
will not have the opportunity to return
home this Thanksgiving. “Although
nothing replaces Thanksgiving dinner
with my family,” he said, “the opportunity

to enjoy this time of year with my
newfound CSUMB family will make it a
better experience.”

The Harvest Dinner
Location: UC Ballroom
Date: Nov. 17
Time: 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
More info at: http://housing.csumb.
org/site/x24748.xml.

You Know...
Like...
Whatever...
Shayna Resnick, Staff Reporter
SRESNICK@CSUMB.EDU

Spend just 10 minutes listening to friends
or oneself and count how many times the
words “you know” are stated. One may
be surprised to find out how entrenched
“you know” is in the English language.
According to a recent poll by Merrist
Poll, 25 percent of Americans admitted
hearing others or themselves speak the
useless phrase. The same poll found 47
percent of Americans claim they are also
annoyed by the mindless, meaningless
word, “whatever.”
Although the research on language
highlights the overuse of phrases such as
“you know” and “whatever,” the list of
words used as ‘filler’ words, or muttering
without meaning, also includes the
following:
“anyway”
“like”
“kinda”
“sorta”
“uh”
The word “like” is defined by how
it is used in speech. For example,
“like” as an adjective would mean
“similar.” “Like” as a verb is used to
state a preference. Sadly, “like” in our
conversations is nothing more than a
‘filler,’ a simple utterance and often
meaningless. Language scholars state
that these ‘filler’ words are a result
of poor vocabulary, and psychologists
suggest the word use may suggest
nervousness. The answer could be yes
to both questions, but the results are
the same. The average American is
over using ‘filler’ words in everyday
conversation.
Use of these words or expressions
can also result in a negative impression
on others. There are many examples
of celebrities being teased when their
interviews are peppered with these
‘filler’ words.

However, standards for celebrities may
differ from our standards for elected
officials. In December 2008, Caroline
Kennedy, daughter of the late President
John F. Kennedy, considered becoming
Senator of New York. Hillary R. Clinton
had accepted the Secretary of State
nomination; thus, the New York Senate
seat was vacant.
The Governor of New York would
appoint a replacement prior to the next
state election. The news coverage of a
press interview played over and over,
showing Caroline Kennedy using the
phrase “you know” 142 times.
The commentary on the interview
was extremely negative. Reporters
rationalized she was nervous, could not
handle the pressure of the press and
even a more damaging explanation,
suggesting Kennedy was unprepared and
lacked the knowledge for the senate
position. Shortly after the interview,
Kennedy withdrew her name, ending her
attempt to receive the senate nomination.
This is an example of a welleducated, politically aware and wellqualified individual who did not use
meaningful language. The interview
sent potentially negative messages to
the public and damaged Kennedy’s
image as a potential senator as well as
an elected public official.
People fall into inadequate language
use, and these patterns are hard to break.
When in doubt, silence and listening,
rather than yapping, may be the most
rewarding choice.
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A Cat Nap May be in Order
Annie Sacks, Staff Reporter
ASACKS@CSVMB.EDU

Gentle beams stream across
the soft white-and-orange fur,
creating a sense of serenity or
perhaps pure content. A faint
purr further soothes the setting.
Humans should never be jealous
of a cat. But they do have an
advantage over people. They
get to sleep whenever they
want, and they know just how
to do it, lounging around just
about anywhere, maybe on the
couch, perhaps stretched across
a window sill, basking in the
warmth of the sun.
Many people have trouble
sleeping; falling asleep, staying
asleep or waking up rested. But
few have considered their lack
of sleep to be a problem that
warrants attention and support.
Lack of sleep is a disorder just as
alcoholism is; both can change a
person’s perspective in almost
any situation.
A full-time student, working
five days a week, is pressed
to find time for a social life,
let alone much chance to sleep.
College students are cramming
for tests, logging in hours at work
or searching for the party. Sleep
is just not on the agenda. While
in school, sleep often becomes
the last priority on the long
to-do list of studying, working,
eating and partying. While some
just can’t find the time to shut
down in prder to reboot, others,
despite their best efforts, find
themselves wide awake until the
early hours of the morning. And
then they wonder why it’s so
hard to wake up for that 8 a.m.
class or take that midterm.
Some say too much sleep
is cat-like, resulting in people
sleeping their lives away. Others
say it is essential, particularly

for college students. According
to a recent sleep study by UC
Berkeley, the humans sleeps
approximately a third of his or
her life. Teens and young adults
need more sleep than adults.
They tend to start and end their
sleep cycle later than children
and adults.
The Associated Professional
Sleep Society states that early
morning risers get better grades
which also helps raise a GPA.
Sleeping gives the brain energy
just like food gives the body
energy. Being consistent with
sleeping habits may be the
best way to get the most out
of sleep. A study by Matthew
Walker, director of the Sleep
and Neuroimaging Lab at UC,
Berkeley, said that while testing
five college students who
stayed awake for more than
24 hours, he found that such
students do 40 percent worse in
memorizing lists of words after
a night without sleep.
He also discovered something
far more revolutionary about
what happens when students
do sleep. Almost all students
have come in contact with the
late-night cramming session, so
it may be important to know
that sleep, says Walker, actually
can enhance memory function,
noting that rested students
come back the next day even
better than they were the day
before. “Practice should make
perfect?' says Walker, but he
is talking about the practice of
restful sleep, practice will do
nothing with out sleep.
Aftera good night sleep,
humans are
shown
to
accomplish more during the
hours they are awake than if
they were to stay awake and
try to cram in more work. Less
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can cause a slower pace at work.
Penn State University also did
a sleep study, keeping students
up till 4 a.m. and waking them
at 8 a.m. The result was that
these students suffered from
similar memory problems and
misjudgment. David Dinges,
the scientist in charge of the
study, said during his interview
with CBS 60 minutes, “The
chronically sleep deprived, like
people who’ve had too much
to drink, often have no sense of
their limitations. They believe
they’ve trained themselves."
He says that this is a common
belief in western culture.
People are always on the go,
whether students or CEO’s, for
whom sleep is much needed
but often not achieved.
Catching up to make up for
lost sleep Is a misconception.
“Whatever the functions
of sleep” said Walker, '‘they
seem to be so important that
evolution is willing to put us
in that place of vulnerability by
losing consciousness. It would
be the biggest evolutionary
mistake if sleep did not serve
some critical function.” Many
need more sleep than they
think. Training one to go to
bed at a reasonable hour can
make a difference in studying,
working or just everyday life.
Sitting on the couch,
watching that white-andorange-striped belly move up
and down with every breath,
the student tries desperately
to sweep away the jealousy
and temptation, believing
that studying trumps sleep.
Snuggling up on the sunlit
couch, rest comes anyway,
promising that a fresh mind
will prove more successful on
that test than a comatose cram
session.

Surroundings: Giving
Thanks
Karen S. Eggemann, Staff Reporter
KEGGEMANN@CSUMB.EDU

It happened years ago, but I still remember. And when it did, I
felt lower than low; helpless, alone and depressed.
I was hungry.
It was hard enough to come up with the money to pay rent
for my CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) campus apartment. But
not having enough left over to buy groceries or anything else
for myself was tough. It happens. To more people than we
realize.
I was hungry.
It only happened once, but I went to a food bank to help feed
myself. It was embarrassing, sad and dismal. But mostly, I was
glad the food bank was there.
And what I know today is that the transition from being a
person in need to a person who is able to help someone else is
breathtaking. I am forever changed because of it.
Basically, making it through my bout with near poverty
during my earliest days of study at CSUMB has afforded me
something more than what I learned in a book or the A, B or
C in reports of my progress; it has enabled me to grow as a
productive member of society who now can say, “May I help
you?” or, “Let’s work on this together.”
Had I not struggled to get into school, to stay in school, to
achieve in school, I might still be struggling to feed myself.
That said, Thanksgiving is right around the comer. And,
with its arrival, I have so, so much to be grateful for, especially
the full belly I’m certain to have because of my sister’s fine
cooking.
Many CSUMB students will leave campus to share the
holiday with their families. Others will stay on the Monterey
Peninsula to enjoy turkey, ham, candied yams, com, stuffing
and other treats. But many students will not.
What are your plans for the holiday season? Are you in a
position to help another student, another family this year?
Regardless of who you are or where you came from to
study at CSUMB, there is always a local food bank or a non
profit organization that needs volunteers. Is there any place
you’ve been meaning to approach with your goodwill but
haven’t yet?
If so, this holiday season would be the perfect time to share
your kindness, care, love and respect for humanity. Whatever
time or gifts you can give will make a difference others will
remember.

Real Estate Rumors
Jed Metzger, Staff Reporter
JMETZGER@CSUMB.EDU

As the economy has continued to slide
down a slippery slope this last year, a
lot of people have panicked. Reportedly,
people have mostly been worried about
their homes, their careers and the sense
of security they have worked so hard to
achieve. Yet while many have agonized
over job security and reduced wages,
some have been wondering how they can
make money out of the situation.
During this time last year, when the
situation was at its worst, the media
reported a story which caused a stir
throughout the country. Various news
articles reported stories about how real
estate agents from China were taking

advantage of the economic downturn
and buying foreclosed houses to make
a profit and take back to their country.
Reportedly, this provoked fear in the
citizens of this country. Some believed
it was a tactic behind a government
takeover.
Even though such news caused uproar
and speculation of China trying to take
over the United States, time has passed
and the issue seems to have subsided.
“The economy is a little more stabilized,
with the citizens a little calmer than they
were a year ago.
“They realize they can’t really make
a profit,” said Dr. Qun Wang, a Human

Communication (HCOM) instructor
at CSU Monterey Bay, who was bom
and raised in China. “This has them
abandoning their citizenships within the
U.S. and returning to China.”
According to Professor Wang’s
understanding, economists argue that the
economy will not take off when money
is controlled by the government, and that
the government owned companies still
dominate today’s economy.
“It doesn’t really work with what
they’re doing,” said Robert Aguiar,
Economics Instructor at Gavilan
Community College. “With the currency
exchange that takes place, the values
of the dollar changes, in which makes
somewhat of a difference, along with the
trade fees that go along with it. It would
just be cheaper to keep it in the country.”
Aguiar goes further into his argument
by addressing some of the other details

overlooked by the people who come
to the United States who try to make a
profit in this manner, such as property
and real estate taxes. These small details
can add up, which can be more costing
to the buyer. Aguiar also explains how
some economic channels are already tied
between the United States and China,
so the profits already go through those
exchanges.
Despite what people think in how this
is a way of one country trying to take
over another by taking advantage of a
vulnerable economy, the truth is such
transactions have been taking place for
quite some time. If there are still people
out there who anticipate a Chinese
takeover, this is not new and not likely.

weaponry, military spacecraft or
satellites, and other major weapons
systems.” The FBI completed one last
drop to see if Nozette could and would
obtain this information, and he did.
The FBI dropped the last envelope
plus $9,000 to Nozette. Within 15 days,
he returned with several files labeled
SECRET and TOP SECRET, concerning,
“U.S. satellites, early warning systems,
means of defense or retaliation against
large-scale attack, communications
intelligence information, and major
elements of defense strategy.” The FBI
retrieved the envelope and arrested
Nozette for espionage.
The reported motive for Nozette’s
crimes was money. Nozette told the
undercover agent, “Well, I should tell
you, my first need is that they should
figure out how to pay me... they don’t

expect me to do this for free.” While
the FBI is only charging Nozette with
espionage at this time, his wife, Wendy
McColough, is being charged as a
co-conspirator to fraud and tax evasion.
On Oct 29, Nozette plead not-guilty in
Federal court and is being held without
bail. It is important to clarify that Nozette
was arrested for the espionage because
he was willing to sell secrets to someone
he believed to be a Mossad agent. It has
yet to be determined if he had given any
state secrets in the past to the Israeli
government. The preliminary aspects
of his trial will continue this week in the
U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia to determine his sentencing.

Top Secret Secrets
Amy Irish, Staff Reporter

left the United States he took two thumb
drives with him. When he returned 22
days later, he no longer possessed the
drives. The FBI began to investigate
The man under investigation seemed Nozette’s work affiliations and found
no different from the average American many deposits and contract work to be
male, holding a more-than average highly suspicious.
American government job. He worked on
In September, an FBI agent, posing
defense contracts at the U.S. Department as an Israeli Mossad, contacted Nozette
of Defense, developed advanced for lunch. They discussed possible work
technologies for the Department of opportunities. He expressed willingness
Energy at the Lawrence Livermore to work for the Israeli intelligence for
National Laboratory, was a consultant money. Nozette continued saying, he
for NASA and the White House National had access to U.S satellite information.
Space Council. This man is Stewart Nozette then requested an Israeli
David Nozette, and he was arrested on passport, a bum phone (an untraceable
Oct 19, with a charge of espionage phone), and designated drop locations for
against the U.S. government.
information and money.
Nozette was caught by the FBI after
In September, Nozette received his
a year under suspicion and federal first payment of almost $10,000 and,
surveillance. From 1998 through 2008, a few days later, the first request for
Nozette was a technological advisor to information from the FBI was dropped
an Israel Aerospace Industry, owned as the predetermined location. The FBI
solely by the Israeli government. The placed an envelope with question about
FBI was suspicious of this alleged the U.S. satellite system and $2,000.
business arrangement, and began to Nozette retrieved the letter and, six days
look into Nozette’s work for the Israeli later, returned with the answers to all the
government, which led to the start of the questions, including TOP SECRET files,
investigation.
and an encrypted thumb drive.
At the beginning of 2009, Nozette
Nozette also offered additional
traveled to another country, and when he classified information, “on nuclear
OTTER_REALM@CSUMB.EDU
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Taken for Granted
Jed Metzger, Staff Reporter
JMETZGER@CSUMB.EDU

Of all objects society has to its disposal,
one is the most worshipped by the human
species. While many consider it evil,
it is also what helps sustain life, what
helps people get the things they need
and desire, and what continues to make
the world spin. The object of obsession
is money.
The desired object of currency, as of
lately, has been scarce in our current
economic state, and has affected current
conditions for everyone. This truth
implies to colleges all around the country,
especially to students and faculty alike
within CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
During the last several years, to adapt
to the changing economy, both federal

and state governments have made budget
cuts which impacted campuses of higher
learning.
Some of the implications of the cuts
have been seen in the significance of the
adjusted course enrollment, along with
making certain classes available only
at certain times of the year, along with
colleges denying new students admission
One of the ways to adapt without cuts
is the furlough days, which necessarily
decrease income by making staff and
faculty take mandatory days off. With
such changes, there has not been a lot of
good news for awhile on CSU campuses.
However, there is some recent good
news, which applies specifically to
CSUMB. According to recent reports
released from the California State
Universities Public Affairs, the State has
been given a grant of $500,000 in federal

Windows
7th Heaven
David de Grassi, Staff Reporter
DDEGRASSI@CSUMB.EDU

Reading this article could save someone up
to $679.99 or more on computing needs.
Microsoft has recently released three
deals exclusively for students, which
could make it a good time to upgrade
a computers operating system (OS) and
software.
Typically, the retail price for Windows
7 operating systems retail is $199.99 for
the Home Premium edition and $299.99
for the Professional edition. Right
now both versions are being offered to
students for $29.99 in either 32-bit or
64-bit software.
Windows 7 was released from Microsoft
on Oct. 22; since then, it has received a
nine out of 10 review score from CNET,
a multimedia software review company,
as well as numerous positive reviews
from other sources such as PC World
Magazine and The Washington Post.
Microsoft’s Office Ultimate has been

NEWS

aid which is to take effect for next
semester at CSUMB.
The grant received by CSUMB
is part of a $25 million federal fund
being distributed to all CSU campuses.
According to the article from CSUs
Public Affairs, it is part of a “$77.5
million one-time federal allocation that
will help CSU to meet its payroll.”
The article goes into details on how
the money is being used “...to provide
additional course sections and classes
for students, as well as student support
services.”
“Our deans and chairs evaluated
the areas most needed as well as the
availability of qualified instructors to
teach the additional sections,” said Scott
Faust, executive director for strategic
communications at CSUMB. “Our focus
is on offering sections that will help
students make progress towards earning
their degrees.”
According to Executive Director
Faust, the amount of classes added to
the spring semester is an estimated 60

Windows?
around since 2007 but is still considered
the standard for many computer users.
Ultimate retails for $679.95 and is being
offered to students for $59.95. These three
deals are offered to students who use an
.edu email address, are within the United
States and are currently enrolled in at
least one class. An example would be a
CSUMB student currently enrolled in this
academic school year.
Brad Brooks, corporate vice president
for Windows Consumer Product
Marketing, claims Windows 7 has
a smaller OS footprint, faster boot-up
and shut-down times, improved power
management for enhanced battery life,
and other improvements that will make it
possible for all Windows 7 editions to run
on laptops as well as desktop computers.
Windows 7 is designed to run speed
sapping background services only when
needed. For example, if one is not using
a Bluetooth device, then the Bluetooth
service in Windows 7 stays off. Windows
7 is also less memory hungry, one of the
problems many customers faced with
Windows Vista.

Windows 7 has several new features
such as Snap and Aero Shake. Snap
automatically maximizes any window
dragged to the top of the screen, while
any windows dragged side by side
automatically fit next to each other in
full screen. Aero Shake provides a way
to focus on one application simply by
clicking the title bar and shaking. All
other applications dim away to allow
better focus on the application being
shaken. New troubleshooting software
that claims to fix problems before they
are noticeable also has been added to
Windows 7, along with an array of new
bells and whistles.
For Windows 7, the minimum
requirements, according to Microsoft,
are at least a 1 GHz processor, 1GB
or more of RAM, 16GB of free disk
space (20 if running the 64-bit version),
and a DirectX 9 graphics card. Microsoft
Office’s requirements are a 500 MHz
processor or faster and at least 256 MB
of RAM.
The Professional version of Windows
7 also offers an XP compatibility mode.
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to 70 classes, depending upon on several
factors, including on the value of units the
section it pertains to.
Faculty and staff of CSUMB have
already distributed the grant to the classes
for next semester. To which classes the
grant was applied to were not disclosed.
Now, students can look forward to more
class options when registering for spring.

OUR FOCUS IS ON
OFFERING SECTIONS
THAT WILL HELP
STUDENTS MAKE
PROGRESS TOWARDS
EARNING THEIR
DEGREES.
SCOTT FAUST, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

This mode requires an additional 1
GB of RAM, an additional 15 GB of
available hard disk space, and a processor
capable of hardware virtualization with
Intel VT or AMD-V turned on. The
offer for Windows 7 Home Premium and
Professional both end Jan. 3 while the
expiration for Office Ultimate has not yet
been reported.
Anyone considering upgrading their
OS should look into all the details first. In
many cases, users are required to perform
a “Clean” install. This means the backing
up data, wiping the hard drive, and
reinstallation of programs and drivers.
Some customers may find the efforts to
upgrade are not worth the benefits. For
those who are uncomfortable performing
a clean install but would like to upgrade,
most computer stores will do the work
for a fee. While many consumers are
perfectly happy with their system, those
looking to upgrade should take a look at
Windows 7.

Microsoft Office Ultimate and
Windows 7 Professional:
http://www.microsoft.com/student/
discounts/theultimatesteal-us/default.
aspx

Windows 7 Home Premium:
http://www.wm741 .com/

The Forqotten Ord
Lucas Anthony, Staff Reporter
LANTHONY@CSUMB.EDU

Two soldiers tending to a horse out
side of the stables on Fouth Avenue.

Cars parked on Fourth Avenue out
side of the Stables

One of the many blacksmith shops
located behind the stables with the
blacksmiths wagon.

Saddles sitting in a tack room located in
one of the 21 stables that used to line
Fourth Street.

For centuries, man and horse
have entered in battle, astride.
From the Knights of the Round
Table to the U.S. Calvary, man
and horse have fought together
on the battlefield. This dynamic
changed significantly with the
mechanization of World War
II. Horses were replaced, and
vehicles were deemed more
efficient.
Some say the significance
of history is in the eye of the
beholder. As CSU Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) was being
transferred from the Fort Ord
Military Base to a university,
the Fort Ord Reuse Authority
(FORA) called for a historical
review of the old base in order to
discover what buildings, if any,
would be of historical worth.
The Soldiers’ Club or Stilwell
Hall, which was deconstructed
due to safety and environmental
concerns that it might fall into
the ocean, was discovered to be
the only dwelling with historical
significance. No other buildings
made the cut.
More than 15 years later,
Army
Veterinary
Corps
researcher Greg Krenzelok
discovered Fort Ord buildings
believed to be the only known,
completely intact World War II
U.S. Army Station Veterinary
Hospital left standing in the
United States. This hospital was
accompanied by horse stables
and blacksmith shops, all within
close proximity of one another.
“It is the only example left of
what a World War II veterinary
hospital, built uniquely to
service horses and mules of
the U.S. Army, was like,” said
Krenzelok. “The significance

of the stables and blacksmith
shops on Fourth Avenue is that
with the veterinary hospital,
they give a complete example
of the layout for how the Army
stabled and cared for their
horses and mules.
“These buildings capture
the history of a horse-drawn
field artillery unit, and a horse
mounted cavalry unit and mark
the end of the local history of the
76th Field Artillery Regiment
(76th FA) that originally moved
from the Presidio of Monterey
to Fort Ord in 1940.”
The 76th FA was a horsedrawn unit that originally trained
at Camp Giggling and Clayton
before permanently calling Fort
Ord home. Other horse-based
units stationed at Fort Ord were
the 107th Calvary, split between
horse mounted and mechanized,
the 68th Quartermaster Pack
Troop (mules and horses) and
the Fort Ord Police Rangers,
who patrolled the beaches on
horseback once the United
States entered World War II.
According to Krenzelok,
The
veterinary
hospital
and blacksmith shops were
originally built to service the
more than 1,400 horses of the
76th FA and the 107th Cavalry,
while the original 21 stables on
Fourth Avenue were meant to
house only equines.
The Fort’s intention was short
lived, as the horse units became
mechanized in May of 1942,”
said Krenzelok. “The role of
the horse changed during World
War II, and Fort Ord was never
given the opportunity to live up
to the potential of its original
blueprints.”
According to the Fort Ord
Panorama
newspaper
in
September 1944, an all-black
quartermaster pack troop was

For more information on Greg Krenzelok’s research visit
www.fortordveterinaryhospital.notlong.com.

shown to have trained in East
Garrison. Krenzelok also admits
there is evidence to support
the presence of the Fort Ord
Rangers up until 1948.
“When the majority of horses
and mules left in 1942, there’s
no doubt things changed for
the stables and blacksmith
shops on Fourth Avenue and
the Veterinary Hospital,”
said Krenzelok. “The Army
converted the horse hospital
over to a small animal clinic
in 1946, removing the horse
stocks, hitching rails and
elevating horse-operating table
located in the original Surgical
Clinic built for horses.”
Today only 12 of the original
21 stables remain, now located
on CSUMB property, along with
some of the blacksmith shops.
The Army Horse Veterinary
Hospital is located in the city
of Marina and is next to the
Equestrian Center.
While some doubt the
existence of a large horse
presence at Fort Ord and the
fact that buildings were used for
the housing and care of horses
till 1945, Krenzelok stands by
his research.
“[The Army] occupied the
stables, which were built for
horses—not motor vehicles.
The hospital was built to service
horses and mules and not small
animals,” said Krenzelok.
“The horses left because
mechanization took over their
role in the Army. Throughout
the country, most Army horse
facilities were no longer needed,
and many were converted to
other uses like at Fort Ord.”

LOOK FOR MORE FORT ORD
HISTORY IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
ON DEC 3.

A blueprint showing the Veterinary
Hospital on Fifth Avenue and the
Stables on Fourth Avenue.

A look at the dilapidated and boarded
up stables as they are today.

One of the blacksmith shops as it
looks today.

Staff Sgt. Tom Splash posing with two
horses at the Veterinary Hospital
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Lend a Helping Hand

Self-Fulfilling
Prophecy

Kelli Laughlin, Staff Reporter
KLAUGHLIN@CSUMB.EDU

With poor economic times
plaguing the United States,
many families do not have
enough money to spend as they
usually do, even on essential
items such as food. This lack
of funds has led many to turn
to desperate means of acquiring
necessities.
Food banks,
charity organizations and even
some companies have stepped
up to help those in need by
setting up food drives and other
events to collect food for the
less fortunate.
CSU
Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB) has created an
opportunity for students who
would like to get involved by
helping the homeless in the
local Monterey area. CSUMB’s
campus food and facilities
management services company,
Sodexo, has established Helping
Hands Across America (HHAA)
program. Uriah Paiva, the
Dining Commons Operations
Manager said, “HHAA is a
program created and sponsored
by Sodexo in response to the
growing need in the Monterey
area during these tough
economic times.” The program
was designed as a community
wide appeal for non-perishable
food items in an effort to help
stop hunger on a local level.
Presently, Sodexo has made
more than $11 million in grants
to fight hunger in America.
HHAA and CSUMB are
partnering up to participate in
a month-long effort to fight
hunger in the local Monterey
community, by attempting to
set a new record for the largest
food drive by a non-charitable
organization in a 24-hour
period in the Guinness Book
of World Records. On Nov. 12
at 1p.m., Sodexo clients from
across America will join to
tally their food drive donations
in the Main Quad at CSUMB.

Guinness representatives will
count how many donations
have been collected to
determine if HHAA’s effort
will set a new record.
The current record for the
largest amount of food drive
donations collected by a
noncharitable organization is
held by an association called
Thunder in the Valley, located
in Bechtelsville, PA. They
were able to collect 156,889.34
pounds of canned food in a
24-hour period.
HHAA has set up a table in
CSUMB’s Dining Commons
(DC) with information for
individuals
interested
in
participating in the event. The
table also has bags to collect
canned food donations in.
“Contributors can bring their
canned food donations into the
DC to put on the table from now
until Nov. 12,” said Paiva. “The
collected food will be brought
out on Nov. 12 to be counted
with the donations accumulated
that day.”
The food will be donated to the
Food Bank for Monterey County
(FBMC), which is, “the largest
provider of emergency and
supplemental food assistance
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in the county,” according to
the official website of FBMC,
www. food4hungry. org
The FBMC’s Emergency
Food Assistance Program
which provides emergency
supplemental food to families,
the elderly and the homeless,
has served more than 54,000
households in the past nine
months. Recently, reported
by the FBMC website, “more
families have had to turn to the
Food Bank because of a tough
economy.”

For information on the
HHAA event on Nov. 12,
contact Uriah Paiva at
upaiva@csumb.edu.

Amy Irish, Staff Reporter
OTTER_REALM@CSUMB.EDU

Have you ever wondered why things end up the way they do?
Ever wonder if you would have done things differently, said
something when you had the chance, that things would be different?
Sometimes things happen for a reason, but sometimes outcomes can
be changed just by looking at the situation from another perspective.
The selffulfilling prophecy is a concept to help confirm a conclusion
to daily predicaments.
The self-fulfilling prophecy is most commonly defined as,
“a prediction that directly or indirectly causes itself to come to
fruition.” In other words, what a person thinks or chooses to do can
influence or affect the outcome of their life.
The positive goal of the self-fulfilling prophecy is to find the
answer within oneself to achieve happiness. The prophecy is geared
toward having a person truly believe they will have a rewarding
future and that having the right attitude and actions can help a
person achieve it. It’s meant to generate positive, caring feelings
toward oneself, which will translate into making goals more
attainable.
The prophecy is designed to create an opportunity to change one’s
sense of self, one’s behavior and feelings. Those striving to achieve
a seemingly inaccessible goal may have to change an aspect of
themselves or perhaps the path to achieve the goal. For example, if
someone wants to achieve an A in a class they hate, even if they do
all the work and study night and day, it may not happen unless true
sincerity is there.
Hating something and harboring anger requires a lot of cognitive
energy that can distract people from the details that pave the path
toward success. Letting the mind become preoccupied with anger,
worry or doubt inevitably affects the decisions and the actions taken
another kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. Yet when mind and body
focus on the same goal, it becomes more attainable.
I’m not saying you’re not allowed to hate things or despise
tedious work, just try not to hate the class while you’re in it, or
while doing the assignments. Save it for another time. Don’t let your
feelings inhibit you from reaching your goals. The self-fulfilling
prophecy will always prevail; everyone has a future they create for
themselves, and sometimes a change in attitude is needed to achieve
true happiness.
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Watering Holes: The Bloody Bucket and Willow Creek
Courtney Thorngate, Staff Reporter
CTHORNGATE@CSUMB.EDU

Waves crash on the sandy shores beneath
a cloudless sky, leaving the bright sun
beating down to make for a warm day
on the Peninsula. Ideal conditions send
people scurrying to the water, whether
it is the ocean at a nearby beach or local
swimming hole, in hopes of basking in
the sun while cooling off. Some might
prefer heading down the coast in search
of a less-crowded beach on a mission of
relaxation. Those who choose the right
beach may return home with a piece of
jade.
Both the Bucket, a swimming hole
in Carmel Valley, and Willow Creek
Beach in Big Sur are remote locations
that prove good alternatives to herds of
people at the more populated Peninsula
beaches.
Many moons ago, deep in the storied
Carmel Valley, stood “The Bucket.”
Once a bar but now a swimming hole,
the identity of the bar became one of
outrageous chaos. “It was a bar where
people would shoot each other along
with the bloody bar fights,” said Ian
Sanders, a Carmel Valley local. “The
name carries on.” Although the legend
lingered, the Bloody Bucket finally met
its own fate. It is rumored to have burned
down in the 1970s.
Today, the Bloody Bucket refers to
a different kind of watering hole. The
generations who live off the land don’t
recognize the name as a bar, but as
the seductively beautiful landscape
harboring a secret swimming hole.
Just off Carmel Valley Road, a little
past the village, is the Bucket. No signs
reveal the location; the closest landmark
is a vineyard across the street, where
parking is limited. Crossing the road
leads to a broken fence where a narrow
trail emerges, offering a mild hike down
to the water. At a fork in the path, the
left looks easier despite its desert cactus;
whereas to the right appears a waterfall
of rocks.
The water flows to a very secluded area
of beach. Highlights of the swimming
hole include private nude beaches and
cliffs for jumping. “There is a zip line
up the river,” said Carmel Valley native
Jaafar Kvenild, “and there is a diving
board and a rope swing. I used to come
down here with my parents. We had a
good time playing in the nature.”

Highway one toward Big Sur will
provide the way to another secluded
beach named Willow Creek. Taking a
left turn and following the windy road as
it wraps and twists under a bridge spits
out into a large parking lot that nestles
above the creek. Surrounded by large
rock formations and caves, crashing surf
and the gushing river allow for relaxation
of beauty and sound punctuated by a
mad hunt for jade. “People have heard
of California Beach or Jade Cove, an
unbelievable place for views and an ideal
place to hunt jade,” said Sanders. “But
a rare few have heard of Willow Creek,
which can be even better for both views
and valuable jade.”
It is an uncommon experience to
have the river whispering and the ocean
roaring at the same time, but this beach is
more than just scenery. The sand is black
as night and not as fine as the sand found
on other beaches around the Peninsula.
Hunting for jade is one of the perks. The
best place to hunt is where the ocean
breaks. Digging a deep hole is best. “The
deeper you go, the chances of finding
jade are higher,” said Sanders. Digging
where water continues to crash can be
difficult, the creek provides a mellower
place to look.
Jade takes many years to form to its
true fullness. “It is best to keep anything
green that you find,” said Sanders. “If
you dry it off and it still looks wet, it is
most likely jade. You can also shine a
light through it and, if the light is seen
through the other end, it is jade.”
Willow Creek offers sand beaches to
sun bathe or an ideal place to hunt jade,
whereas the Bloody Bucket, once a bar
and now a secretive swimming hole,
calls for people to play in the water.
The ball of energy in the sky begins
to set, leaving deep purples, oranges,
reds and yellows. The air is cool, with
a chilling breeze, the waters are calm
now, glassy and smooth and bathers have
abandoned the shore, ending their day
outdoors.
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Vision and Volume
Brad Boatwright, Staff Reporter
BBOATWRIGHT@CSUMB.EDU

Anti-hero ideals, soft-spoken
truth and issues of guilt and
redemption are arisen in Vision
and Volume #5 with a look
at Dostoyevsky, Belle and
Sebastian and In Bruges

Notes From
Underground

Notes From Underground is
a short novel written by Fyodor
Dostoyevsky in 1864. It was
heavily criticized due to it’s anti-

Marxist portrayal of man’s failed
satisfaction through technology.
The book is separated into two
parts and dwells heavily on
existentialism. Part one has the
Underground Man introducing
himself and presenting a set of
riddles that are expanded upon
later. Next comes insight on
suffering, reason, logic and free
will. The ideas presented by
the Underground Man criticize
logical attempts to understand
human action, instead explaining
that at anytime a person can
perform an action to confirm
their existence as an individual.
Part two is the actual “story” of

the novel and is shown in three
sections, where the Underground
Man experiences events that
raise awareness about his own
identity. He discovers, through
interactions with an officer,
friends, and a young women,
that his understandings of human
ill lie with in himself.
Belle and Sebastian
“If You’re Feeling
Sinister”

A follow up to an originally
limited release vinyl, “If You‘re
Feeling Sinister” is Scottish
band Belle and Sebastian’s
best collection of songs. The
instrumentation is light under
Stuart Murdoch’s layered lyrical
wit. Warm trumpet solos and airy
piano hide lyrics of boredom,

love, poor decisions and the
inability to motive oneself to
improve. On this album Belle
and Sebastian display their Twee
Pop roots with clanking guitars
and seemingly innocent lyrics.
The band hides quiet desperation
under lively lyrical arrangement
and skilled musical captivity.

but Ray is continually haunted
by his mistake. While in the city,
Ray meets a women but still
can not shake his guilt. Ken is
then told by Harry to kill Ray,
since he broke a rule of not
killing the innocent. Deciding
not turn on their friendship, Ken
gives Ray a chance to escape
that is eventually ruined. Harry
In Bruges
arrives in Bruges and an armed
confrontation with Ray ensues.
Ray is gravely injured but Harry
In Bruges is a black comedy, makes a mistake that forces him
of 2008, starring Colin Farrell to live by his own code.
(Ray), Brendan Gleeson (Ken)
and written and directed by
Dark sarcasm and the reality
Martin McDonagh. Two hit of life bleed through each work
men, Ray and Ken, are sent to and each has its comments on
Bruges, Belgium after a botched life experience and reflection.
job kills a young boy. They are More works will be observed
ordered to hide out in the city by in the following installment of
their boss, Harry, to recuperate, Vision and Volume.

Escape Through Harvest
Courtney Thorngate, Staff Reporter
CTHORNGATE@CSUMB.EDU

The fireball in the sky sparkles
ruby red, burnt orange and
honeybee yellow, bursting
through smears of bloated
white-and-grey clouds to make
an appearance on the canvas of
the sapphire sky.
A complement to the autumn
horizon are the leaves on the
vines, which hold mounds of
ripe, purple grapes waiting to be
picked and carted to the crush in
time for harvest.
Monterey County is reportedly
an ideal place to plant vineyards.
The meeting of land and sea
offers rich soils, warm sunshine
and cool ocean breezes. This
allows up to 60 days longer
for grapes to ripen, compared
to other growing regions. The
added growing time permits
grapes to mature to their full
flavor potential.
It is no coincidence the
Monterey County Vintners and
Growers Association chose this
time of year to hold their annual
Great Wine Escape Weekend,

where local wineries and chefs
come together to reveal their
latest creations.
This weekend presents many
wine adventures to navigate
throughout the escape. On
Friday, Nov. 13, join other
connoisseurs of the grape for the
Coastal Kitchen Seminars. These
will include wine education, chef
demonstrations and lunch at the
Intercontinental Clement Hotel
Monterey on Cannery Row. The
event offers the chance to sip,
smell and taste while enjoying
appetizers, followed by a threecourse meal and a pairing battle
among chefs.
Wine makers dinners are part
of the escape both Friday and
Saturday night. These dinners
are held at a select restaurant
in town, where the chef and the

winery pair food with wine. “It
is usually a three- to four-course
meal where wine is paired with
the flavors presented,” said
Jana Saunders, the owner of
Boete, who has been part of
the events in previous years.
“This enables the consumer to
be able to taste the wine at its
best.”
Educational and touring
experiences
afford
wine
enthusiasts the opportunity to
increase their knowledge of
the moment in viticulture and
enology where science meets
artistry. One chance to learn
more is at the “Be a Winemaker
for a Day” presentation from
Estancia and Chalone Vineyard,
which partners to guide
participants through the wine
production process. Wine critics
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say that learning what goes
into farming a vineyard, from
grafting vines to maintaining the
nutrient -rich soil, is essential to
fully understanding what goes
into each bottle of wine after the
fall harvest.
The seminars and dinners
may leave a dent in the wallet;
however, for $25 a self-guided
tour is part of the escape or for
$65 a guided tour is available.
Participants may chose among
23 tasting rooms along the
Carmel Wine Tasting Trail or
the Salinas Valley Wine Tasting
Trail, which consist of wineries
such as: Cima Collina, Galante
Vineyards, Chateau Julien
Wine Estate, Morgan Winery,
Scheid Vineyards, Boekenoogen
Vineyards etc.

The money raised from this
event will go to the Monterey
County Vintners and Growers
Association to bring together
the talents and resources
of members, partners and
community in order to promote
and support leadership in the art,
science and business of wine.
“Wineries don’t make a profit
from the events,” Saunders said.
“They donate their wine in hopes
that it will give them beneficial
exposure,” said Saunders.
While the November sky’s fall
colors signal harvest season, it
also indicates the coming of the
Great Wine Escape, where one
can experience the most recent
vintages of local wineries.
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Let's Get Involved

Cannery Row Laughs Out Loud
/
/

Vanessa Ann Richelle Anderson,
Staff Reporter
VANDERSON@CSUMB.EDU

Tristan Von Junsch, Staff Reporter
TJVONUNSCH@CSUMB.EDU

It’s funny to me to hear that there is nothing to do on the CSU
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) campus. Every week, at least twice, I get
the e-mail titled, “You otter be involved,” with a plethora of things
to do on campus. Even just recently there was a list full of shows,
hikes, theater performances, tailgates, workshops and celebrations.
And that doesn’t begin to address the list of things to do off the
Ord. Perhaps surprisingly, there is a lot going on at CSUMB,
and it is disheartening to hear students complaining when so many
clubs, organizations and campus affiliates are putting on such great
programs.
There really is something for everyone. Sports fanatics can attend
the various games, hosted on campus. A great way to get involved in
sports is to join the Blue Crue fan club. Students wanting to attend
social events can attend Greek or other club-sponsored events.
Throughout the year, various events are hosted on campus for
different causes, such as breast cancer and international women’s
day, in addition to several other events throughout the year.
Students also can accecss the Student Center, which offers daily
entertainment for CSUMB students. Some of these include ping
pong, pool, pinball, Wii and even a jukebox to offer students a wide
variety of music. The Student Center presents students with simple
day-to-day activities that permit students to relax, away from all
of their academic studies. It is a stress-reliever. All of these fun
activities are free and open throughout weekdays and weekends.
I am so tired of hearing the words, “There is nothing to do on
campus” at a university such as CSUMB, which prides itself on
being culturally diverse and active.
We, as students, need to band together and actually make this
statement true, not only by attending the events already being hosted
but also by hosting more events that coincide with our CSUMB
mission statement. So lets get going, CSUMB, and start supporting
our peers in their events. I have yet to receive an e-mail that says,
“Sorry for the inconvenience, but there is nothing going on this
week.” And until I get that e-mail, I have to say that CSUMB has
plenty of things happening on campus for those who know how and
where to look.
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Thursday nights are comedy
nights at the Blue Fin Cafe and
Billiards on Cannery Row, one
of Monterey’s newest comedy
venues, hosted by Lieutenant
Jamarr John Johnson. On a recent
Thursday night, the riff by the
guy at the mic was punctuated
by frequent bursts of laughter
from the crowd, amid the clink
of ice against glass and the crack
of the cue ball hitting the break.
Johnson has been performing
stand up comedy for about a
year. He is approaching his new
craft enthusiastically, propelled
by the same energy and drive
that brought him from the
streets of Harlem to the Naval
Post Graduate School (NPS) in
Monterey, where he is currently
studying System Engineering
Analysis.
Johnson has covered a lot of
ground with the Navy, by way
of India, Thailand, Kotakinabilu,
Korea, Hong Kong and 27
months in Japan. That followed
a one-year’s stint in the Marines
and four years of college and
ROTC (Naval Reserve Officers
Training Corp). Not a very likely
outcome for a kid who was bom
in the Bronx, abandoned by his
father when he was 3 and taken
from his mother when he was 5.
Johnson lived with his
grandmother in Harlem where
she gave him a home with

structure and discipline but not
much affection or emotional
support. He had begun to hang
out with the wrong crowd and
spent a night in jail at age 15,
finally coming to the conclusion
that he did not want the kind
of life that had destroyed his
family. “Realizing that I was
going to have to create my own
opportunities,” Johnson said, “I
made a conscious choice to find
a different path.” By the time
he graduated from high school
he was class valedictorian.
The ticket to his future was a
military scholarship to Auburn
University in Alabama.
Along the way Johnson found
comedy as a source of relief.
He started frequenting comedy
clubs in Virginia after returning
from overseas. Reading the book
“Cosmic Insights” by Franklyn
Ajaye, made him wonder if he
could do comedy, himself. He
started writing. Then, in 2008,
he received orders to go to NPS.

He wanted to break into the
comedy scene in Monterey but
there was little opportunity and
no open mic nights for comedy.
Once again, Johnson made his
own opportunity by talking his
way in to his first gig at Planet
Gemini in Monterey. He has
since performed at the Improv
in San Jose and, last summer,
he performed at Caroline’s
Club on Broadway in NYC,
following Darrell Hammand
and Louis C.K.
When asked about his comedic
style, Johson said, “It is the
storytelling variety that works
for me, as I feel I have lived a
pretty interesting life. But it is
also observational because I love
looking at the details of things
and finding alternate meanings.”
Johnson’s
comedic talent
extends to his skills as a host.
Comedian Ben Del Castillo said
comedians from around the state
like to perform with him because
“It’s always a good show, Jamarr
is so confident there is never any
awkwardness, he is a great act.”
After Johnson graduates from
NPS in June, he will continue his
studies at the Defense Language
Institute. His plans also include
continuing to pursue his passion
for comedy.
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Fire and Ink:
A New Style of
Creative Writing
Shannon Conner, Production Manager
SCONNER@CSUMB.EDU

Until about a month ago, getting
ready for her class involved
using the copy machine to
make photocopies of numerous
short stories, poems and other
creative writings to collect the
day’s reading for Francis Payne
Adler, Debra Busman and
Diana Garcia.
Each day, instead of requiring
some 17 books for each student
to purchase, these copies were
distributed to the class, The
result of this collection of select
readings is the book recently
published with the stories the
professors chose to teach in their
Creative Writing and Social
Action (CWSA) classes at CSU

Six years ago, Adler proposed
a grant to to start on the anthology
of CWSA. The University of
Arizona Press caught wind of the
idea for the book and decided to
be the publishers, which sparked
a fire in the last compilation of
the stories.
After long days, late nights,
early mornings and many
revisions, Fire and Ink: An
Anthology of Social Action
Writing, is now available for
purchase. The original work was
about twice as long as the final
version. “We edited out at least
half of the book,” said Busman,
acknowledging that each woman
came close to tears during the
difficult process of making cuts
to the book.
Fire and Ink contains many
creative works of non-fiction.

Debra Busman, Frances Payne Adler and Diana Garcia just after sending
Fire and Ink to the printer

Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
The burning desire the fueled
Adler, Busman and Garcia to
collect certain compositions to be
bound in one book began around
2003, and continued as they
presented the CWSA programs
at Associated Writing Program
(AWP) conferences, always
drawing a big audience. The
CWSA program received praise
more often than not, resulting in
writers and professors inquiring
about a book to supplement the
program.

The first anthology of its
kind, it features writing from
numerous creative writers, both
famous and emerging. Creating
an anthology like this can tear
apart a department, working
against co-editors’ strengths
and upon weaknesses, but the
CWSA staff came together.
“We learned to complement
each other,” said Garcia.
Busman said they grew
into “celebrating what each
other loves,” which helped the
anthology grow strong.

Fire and Ink

Just Plain
"Controversial" Isn't
Enough
Alexander Schenck, Special Reporter
ASCHENCK@CSUMB.EDU

Monday, Nov. 16, Fire and
Ink will be presented at CSUMB
for a “Writers on Fire” event,
featuring six authors published
in the anthology, and the three
co-editors. Rafael Albarran,
Linda Lopez and Tracy DenglerKelly, all CSUMB alumni, will
read from their own pieces
included in the anthology.
The editors are especially
excited about Loma Dee
Cervantes returning to CSUMB.
“Cervantes was one of the first
guests to the program in 1996,”
said Garcia, “and, her returning
to join us [at “Writers on Fire”] is
a wonderful stamp of approval.”
The cover art “Soaring Mind,”
by Ana Oneglia, a local artist
from Santa Cruz, brings the
anthology back home. “We felt
it was important,” Garcia said,
“to have a personal connection.”
The recent publication of
the Fire and Ink has shifted
class
preparation
from
numerous photocopied sheets
to the pages of a book edited
by CSUMB faculty. “Other
universities get excited about
the creative writing program
[at conferences],” said Busman,
“and now we have a book.”
Writers on Fire events:

Sun. Nov. 15
Book Shop Santa Cruz
Mon. Nov. 16
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
University Center

March 2010
Split This Rock
Washington D.C.
April 2010
AWP Conference where
they will be showcased.

German heavy metal sextet
Rammstein, a band which
controversy seems to follow like
bees after a thieving bear, has
released a new single. The track
bears the simple name “Pussy”.
Its content, like the name, needs
no further explanation.
For those now familiar with
the band, an explanation is due.
Formed in 1994 by Richard Z.
Kruspe, a guitarist, Rammstein
became famous for its industrial
sound wrought from a heavy
application of keyboards and
mechanical samples. They have
played shows all over the world,
had their music in movies and
have spend their time in the
“Top” charts.
Their fame, however, has
almost been dwarfed by their
infamy.
Mention their name to the
casual listener and one may get,
“‘That band?’ or ‘Aren’t they
those Nazis?”’ one fan said. The
questions may seem ignorant,
given that Rammstein plays to
massive French audiences who
don’t seem to be offended. A
closer look reveals this image
is something that Rammstein
have brought about themselves,
something they revel in, despite
the lack of truth in the matter.
Widely known for their over
the top shows, Rammstein felt
in 1999 that flame throwers
during every song were getting
a bit dry. They brought a giant,
liquid filled sex toy onstage
and proceeded to douse the
audience.
Rammstein later
did jail time for the offense.
Their controversy continues
as accusations of nazism have

followed the band for years
due to their highly militaristic
music and stage performance.
Their lyrical content, which
references cannibalism among
other things has also been
brought into question.
None of this can hold back a
band like Rammstein, though.
In 2002, they released a song
titled “Links 2 3 4” (german
for “Left two three four”), a
song with a highly militarized
style to which they march in a
fashion befitting Nazi soldiers.
Ironically, the lyrics discuss
how left wing the band really is;
how they are merely portrayed
incorrectly my the media.
Now Rammstein is back with
their new single “Pussy”, and
they seem eager to offend again.
Jev Darling, a CSUMB
student, said the video was so
explicit that he had to go to an
adult website to view it.
No other website was willing
to play it. Even links to the
video have warnings and buttons
to confirm the age of a viewer.
“It’s the usual tongue and
cheek
from
Rammstein”,
said CSUMB student Mattie
Mauthes. “I think the video is
hilarious.”
Obviously fans have come to
expect this kind of thing from
Rammstein, but as they are so
mainstream, only time will tell
which outraged organization
will be first to decry it.
As for the members of
Rammstein, their photoshopped
heads that top nude women
on http://www.Rammstein.de
www.Rammstein.de speak for
themselves.
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ATHLETE
OF

THE ISSUE:

Ashlee Trotter. Staff Reporter
ATROH 1\R@CSUMB.EOU

RILEY JOHNS:
#21
CLASS: SENIOR
MAJOR: HCOM
HEIGHT: 6f0"
POSITION: DEFENDER
HOMETOWN: FREEMONT, CA
HIGH SCHOOL: WASHINGTON HIGH
PREVIOUS COLLEGE: OHLONE
COLLEGE

In Raleigh, North Carolina, the Fremont
Fury was pumped and ready to play.
Emotions ran rapid at the 16-and-under
National Competition: the boys were
fired up. Game in and game out, this team
poured their heart and soul into winning
the soccer championship. Otter, Riley
Johns got a taste of triumph that day,
something the Human Communication
senior and lead defender for the CSV
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Men’s Soccer
Team has never forgotten.
Although winning is in his blood.
Johns first chose soccer because it
was fun. He has chosen to be a student
of the game throughout his career.
“When I moved to Fremont, my mom
made me pick a sport, and 1 had the
most fun with soccer,” Johns said.
“It was the quickest [sport] out of
baseball and basketball.” An athlete of
all sports Johns chose soccer because
it was intriguing and pushed him to
the limits.

As he approached the end of his high the game-winning goal against Chico
school and junior college careers. Johns State on Nov. 1, Senior Day.
had a big decision to make. “I thought 1
Cairel considers Johns one of the best
was done [with soccer] both times,” he technical players he has ever coached.
said. “But then I contacted Coach Artie “He has a soccer brain bordering on
and talked io him about C'SUMB.”
genius,” said Cairel. “He plays so calm
Head Coach Artie Cairel believes under pressure and looks to enjoy the
Johns’ leadership, respect and personal big games and he enjoys playing, and
accountability have made him a great it shows.”
role model for the other members of
Rather than participating in competitive
the team. “He is a tremendous player conference play at CSUMB, after college,
and teacher of the game,” said Cairel. Johns plans to continue his love of soccer
“He is always wolfing to give support through playing with his friends and
and advice to the younger players, and playing in recreational leagues
he has served as a coach on the field
This Otter will remember his days,
for me.” Cairel has coached Johns, running back and forth on several soccer
in some form, since the Otter was 12 fields throughout school, starting with
years old, moving from one team to that fateful day his team won the National
another.
Championship, and continuing with his
“Riley,” said Cairel, “has grown into memories as a member of the CSUMB
an outstanding young man, all the while Soccer Team. Once a champion, always
being a respectful and positive person.”
a champion.
As one of the senior leaders, Johns
Otters have concluded season play for
seems to be a stabilizing force on the field. this year, but soccer fans can catch them
He has started nearly every’ game for the on the field throughout the year.
Otters. Despite playing in the backfield,
he scored two goals this season, includint

Otter Games
Date

Time

Sport

Fri, 11/13

7:00p.m.

Wnnen's Volleyball

Fri, 11/13

7:00 p.m,

Women's Basketball

Sat, 11/14

7:00pm,

Women b Volleyball____________ (ft) CSUSan Bernadino_________

Sun. 11/15

2:00 p.m.

Men’s Basketball_________ va. Academy of Art University______

Frt. 11/20

3:00 p.m.

Fri. 11/20

4:00 p.m.

Sat, 11/21

3:00 p,m,

Sat, 11/21

ATHLETE OF
THE ISSUE:
RILEY JOHNS
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Opponent
@ Cal Poly Pomona__________
((/University of Nevada, Reno (Exhibition)

Men’s Basketball_______ va. Western Washington University

Women’s Basketball

vs. Northwest Nazarene University

Women 's Basketball_________ @ Western Oregon University______

7:00 p,m,Men s Basketball@ Seattle Pacific University

Ascension: Rock Climbing in
CSUMBs Backyard
Eliott Williams, Staff Reporter
EWILLIAMS@CSUMB.EDU

Yosemite National Park is
considered by many to be the
rock climbing mecca of the
world. The omnipresent granite
walls in the park are known
to thrill and sometimes kill.
For the novice climber, it is
good to have a soft landing.
Not everyone needs to travel to
Yosemite National Park to get a
climbing fix.
The Sanctuary Rock Gym
(SRG), located in Sand City,
offers a variety of climbing
walls for beginners through
experts. Established in February
2001, the indoor climbing gym
prides itself on providing a fun,
challenging experience for the
Monterey Peninsula community.
One of the Sanctuary’s primary
goals is to introduce the art
of rock climbing to people

who are unfamiliar with it but
are generally concerned with
getting a full-body workout,
developing both physical and
mental strength.
The Sanctuary endeavors
to present a unique alternative
to traditional fitness, such as
running or weight lifting. The
gym hopes to create a safe, social
atmosphere for its climbers,
while at the same time ensuring
them a first-rate workout.
CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
alumni and Sanctuary staffer
Charles Schrammel said, “I
love it here. I found out about
this place when I was going to
CSUMB, and I’ve been here
ever since.” Schrammel is an
avid climber in his own right.
He has rock climbed in a vast
array of places around the world,
from Fontainebleau, France to
Yosemite National Park. “So
much of me is engaged when
I’m climbing; my mind and my

body are completely utilized.
It’s never boring, it can’t be
mastered and there’s always
something harder to climb.”
The Sanctuary is housed in
a warehouse-like building that
offers plenty of vertical space
and inspired views of the ocean.
The gym itself is adorned with
40- to 50-foot climbing walls,
which are polka-dotted with
multi-colored holds; these are
specially designed handles
primarily used to ascend and
maneuver the wall. Overall,
the Sanctuary contains more
than 6,000 square feet of
custom -sculpted climbing
surfaces, each with its own
set of color coordinated routes
which vary in difficulty. The
cushion-like surface at the
base of the walls provides a
safe landing should someone
fall. Numerous spectators are
regularly seen looking straight
up with their arms crossed as

they watch a climber ascend to
the apex of a wall.
One way which the Sanctuary
branches out to the community
is by offering rock climbing
programs for kids, ages 8 to 13.
Kids Climb is held on weekends,
where SRG employees instruct
children on the fundamentals
of rock climbing. Parents are
encouraged to belay their kids,
anchoring the young climbers
up and down the wall.
In the CSUMB-organized
climbing class, students are
taught advanced climbing

techniques, such as bouldering,
belaying, knot-tying, climbing
safety, movements and proper
techniques. “I am addicted to
the Sanctuary,” said CSUMB
junior kinesiology major and
rock climbing class member
Bryan Harding, who claims
to come home from class with
swollen arms and legs. “The
gym opened me up to a whole
new world. It’s such a fun
workout,” said Harding, “I
definitely plan on making rock
climbing a hobby of mine for a
long time.”

Sanctuary Rock Gym
1855A East Avenue
Sand City, CA 93955
Phone: (831)899-2595
SRG@rockgyrm.com

VISIT The Otter Realm

ONLINE@

OtterRealm.net
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Same Concept - Different Course:
The Big Sur HalfMarathon Along the Peninsula

Ashlee Trotter, Staff Reporter
ATROTTER@CSUMB.EDU

It began one spring along a coastal
course between Big Sur and Carmel, a
spectacular 26-mile stretch, both scenic
and sacrificial, known as the Big Sur
International Marathon. Yet six years
ago, the organization established a
second event at the opposite time of year,
along a simpler yet equally scenic route,
half as long and likely twice as popular,
known as the Big Sur Half Marathon.
This weekend, runners from all over
the world will trek along the coastline
stretching from Cannery Row in
Monterey, past Lovers Point in Pacific
Grove, toward Spanish Bay in Pebble
Beach and back. Spectators will line the
path, while bands and singers keep the
beat, the rhythm, the energy going. On
Nov. 14, the annual Big Sur International
Marathon (BSIM) which began in 1986,
presents its seventh-annual Big Sur Half
Marathon, 10-Mile Run, the Run Forest
Run and the Just Run Just Kids 3K. The
point is to get everyone involved.
“Running a half marathon along the
coast lets you to enjoy the views, plus it’s
also through the city of Monterey which
makes it more enjoyable,” said Global
Studies junior and CSU Monterey Bay
Cross Country runner Fabian Rangel.
During the past 23 years, the BSIM
organization has donated more than $2.5
million to schools and other community
organizations throughout Monterey

County. Approximately 90 grants are
awarded to local organizations each year.
The Half Marathon runs a 13.1-mile
course throughout Old Monterey and
along a coastal route. With enrollment
capped at 7,000 participants, the runners
will make their way past historic
monuments, sharing the road with geese
as they round Lake El Estero and head
out along the coast to enjoy the sights of
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silent sailboats and playful sea otters in
the distance.
The Run Forest Run 5K is open to
1,500 participants, both runners and
walkers. The race begins at the Bubba
Gump Shrimp Company on Cannery
Row at 9 a.m. sharp. This race benefits
MYMUSEUM of Monterey, a unique,
interactive museum for children. Race
participants must be 5 years or older and

in good health to partake in this event;
dogs and strollers are welcome. Raceday applications will be available.
Meanwhile, children will gather for
the Just Run Just Kids 3K run, which is
approximately two miles long. The event
is presented by Community Hospital of
the Monterey Peninsula, Saturday Nov.
14 at 8 a.m. and also starts at Bubba
Gump Shrimp Company. As in the Run
Forest Run 5K, children must be 5
years old or older to participate. Each
will receive a t-shirt, a medallion upon
completion of the race, and one child’s
admission with a paid adult admission
coupon to attend the Monterey Bay
Aquarium. Those interested in this event
may register at the Health and Fitness
Expo at the Monterey Conference
Center on Friday, Nov. 13 from noon
to 6 p.m. and on race morning in front
of Bubba Gump Shrimp Company,
beginning at 6:30 a.m.
The BSIM brings people from all
points of the world to one local venue
twice a year to compete in world
re-nowned runs along the wild coastline,
while making a difference on behalf of
the Monterey Peninsula.

09/10 Ski Seasom

El Nino Expected to Make a Comeback

At 5 a.m, the first of what promises to
be a long line by 8 a.m., starts to form.
Out of the cold, dark night, the sports
die-hards began to appear. Some slept in
their cars while others left home hours
before sunrise to ensure their spot on
opening day in ski country. Another
ski season has begun and El Nino is
expected to make a return.
Signs of a good year began with four
California resorts opening in the month
of October. Ski season usually runs from
Thanksgiving to Easter, but every so
often, early or late winter storms can
extend the season. In 2004, a strong
cold front dropped more than two feet of
snow on nearly every resort in California,
which prompted early openings,
statewide. This year, once again, it was
Mother Nature who initiated these early
openings, in a decidedly different way.
Abnormally low temperatures allowed
for a handful of resorts to fire up their
snow guns and start cranking the lifts.
On Oct. 9, Boreal Mountain Resort,
just north of Lake Tahoe, kicked off
the season in California its their earliest
opening in resort history. Mammoth
Mountain, three hours south of Reno,
followed suit a week later, opening top to
bottom. This marked the resort’s secondearliest opening in its history. As a thank
you to Mammoth’s loyal customers, the
resort gave away free lift tickets on
opening day. A reported 5,000 skiers and
snowboarders showed up to celebrate.
Both Bear Mountain and Mountain
High, in Southern California, were
able to open just in time for Halloween
weekend. It is not often that skiers and
snowboarders get to debut their costume
on the mountain, but this year, the option
was available in both parts of the state

for the first time since 2004. “This has
the feel of a great season. With our
early opening, El Nino looming and
the economy recovering, we feel very
positive about the upcoming winter,” said
Mountain High CEO Karl Kapuscinski,
in an Oct. 28 article on Snowboarder
Magazine’s online addition.

Weather and conditions permitting,
Thanksgiving week through mid
December, the state should see the rest
of the resorts open with both man-made
and natural snow. Students spending the
holidays in their hometowns throughout
California or Monterey will have their
pick of more than 20 ski areas.

For students on or near the CSU
Monterey campus, a new option for ski
travel has arrived this season, packaged
by Horizon Air and Mammoth Mountain.
A once seven-hour drive from Monterey
is now a short flight out of San Jose
International Airport. Beginning Dec. 17
through April 11, flights start at $69.
Powder Magazine described Mammoth
as, “some of the most consistent snow on
the West Coast.” For booking information,
log onto www.mammothmountain.com.
For something a little closer to home
and less pressure on the wallet, On the
Beach Surf Shop in Monterey is, once
again, offering day trips to Kirkwood
Mountain Resort. Buses leave at 3:30
a.m. sharp. Participants are treated to
donuts and the latest snowboard videos on
the luxury bus trip up the mountain. After
a day of skiing, the bus departs at 4:30
p.m. and makes a stop for dinner before
arriving back in Monterey between 10:30
and 11:00 p.m. Rentals are available
through the shop. For pricing and more
information, contact On the Beach at
(831) 646-9283.
One of the closest resorts to campus
is Sierra Summit. This resort has seven
lifts, accessing more than 45 trails.
Located just east of Fresno in the central
Sierras, the resort offers round-trip bus
fair and lift tickets out of Fresno for $65.
The bus leaves the Fresno Sport Shop
and Information Center at 6:30 a.m. and
returns around 7 p.m. For reservations
call (559) 449-7535.
Wherever students decide to carve up
the slopes, current weather predictions
promise para-normal conditions for
supra-normal skiing. It’s time to bring
the boards and skis out of the attic before
another season melts away.

Current Swell:
Jaws

Friday Night Lights
Lucas Anthony, Staff Reporter
LANTHONY@CSUMB.EDU

Patrick Makenen, Staff Reporter
PMAKENEN@CSUMB. EDU

With rows of razor-sharp teeth and an underbelly the color of its
name, it resides right here in Monterey Bay. Just the thought of a
great white shark brings terror to most people. Images of “Jaws”
can run through our minds when we enter the cold, dark, deep
Pacific Ocean. With good reason. White sharks can tear seals apart
like tissue paper, not to mention what they can do to humans.
Surely every surfer has pictured what swims beneath. Rocks, reef
and big waves are not the only things that can hurt you while out in
the water. Knowing that white sharks have attacked surfers close to
campus, I should probably stop surfing. Not gonna happen.
My greatest fear with regard to white sharks is not how dangerous
they can be but how dangerous humans are to them and the entire
shark population. According to the Journal of Science and Ecology,
an estimated 73 million sharks are killed by fisherman across the
globe each year. This is due to the popularity of shark-fin soup,
primarily in Asian Markets and the Pacific Rim. Yet the popularity
of this soup and other shark delicacies is having a devastating effect
on the shark population. Most sharks are still alive as their fins
are cut. Their bodies are thrown back into the ocean to die. Other
sharks are killed in retaliation after an attack or for collection of
their teeth. Such practice has an impact on more than the sharks;
it affects ecosystems around the world. As more sharks are killed
than are reproduced, the food chain gets off balance, leading to
destruction of warm and cold water habitats.
Any time you enter the ocean, you are entering shark territory. I
would never quit surfing because there was a shark somewhere in
Monterey Bay waters. There are always going to be sharks cruising
the surf zones. I have a better chance of getting into a terrible car
accident on the way to the beach, than being chomped on by a shark.
Maybe I should quit driving my car.
The threat of sharks will never go away. It’s part of the game. If I
decided not to do any of the things I consider fun in my life because
of a small risk something might happen, I would have a boring life.
After living on the Central Coast for about four years, I still have
never seen a shark in the area. Many others have. For instance
Eric Geiselman, a Florida native competing in the Santa Cruz Cold
Water Classic event early this month was blasted off his board by a
white shark. His board was broken in half but he was not harmed
There have been only 15 attacks since 1926 in the Monterey
Bay region, and a total of 96 in California. That small number is
nothing compared to the countless swells that have rolled through
the Pacific to grace us with perfect waves over the years. That
perfect wave is a better thing to think about instead of a shark in the
water. What we need to understand about sharks is that they should
be respected not feared.
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The stadium’s lights glisten off
the wet grass. The crowd is on
their feet cheering, hoping their
team can push the ‘rock’ across
the goal line for the touchdown.
The center snaps the ball.
The quarterback drops back and
hands it off to his running back,
who plows up the middle like a
freight train as he crashes into
his opponents. The sound of
colliding shoulder pads is felt in
the stands as he pushes through
the monstrous defensive line.
Touchdown.
Most people think they must
journey to the San Francisco
Bay Area to enjoy a gripping
game of football. While The San
Francisco 49ers and the Oakland
Raiders can provide a riveting
display of hard-hitting football,
the drive takes almost two hours,
and the stress on the pocketbook
can be harsh.
Once a fan of the pigskin
makes the drive, parks the car
and is finally sitting inside the
stadium, there is still food and
drink to consider. A local high
school game, however, can
provide a cheaper yet similar, if
not more exciting and involved,
experience.
“[High school football]
is cheaper. You don’t have to
shell out $30 to park, spend
an hour leaving the parking lot
or cough up $8 for a drink,”
said Monterey County Herald

sportswriter John Devine, “and
you’ll find teenagers playing
with passion.”
Many may think prep football
is less talented, unorganized and
sometimes boring. However,
some aspects of the high
school level are seldom seen
at the professional level. “It’s
Friday night; the atmosphere
is electric,” Devine said. “It’s
a community rallying around
a school, especially at smaller
venues on the Peninsula.”
For those doubting the
excitement of these prep games,
there is always the chance of
watching a future collegiate
or NFL athlete develop. Elliot
Vallejo, who graduated from
Salinas’ Palma High School in
2002, went on to play at UCLA
and UC Davis, and was on the
roster for the NFC Champion
Arizona Cardinals last year when
they played in the Super Bowl.
“Runningback Alvin Jelks
of Salinas High has already
rushed for 1,000 yards in just
seven games. Carmel’s Dylan
Hopkins rushed for more than
300 yards in just one game,” said
Devine, “and Seaside High has a
linebacker who is being heavily
recruited by college scouts.”
The approaching end of the
season may become increasingly
exciting this year because of
rivalry games scheduled before
the postseason.

Upcoming matchups most
likely will yield emotional game
play between rivals Monterey
and Seaside, battling for a
chance at the Monterey Bay
League title on Friday, Nov. 13
at Monterey Peninsula College
(MPC) under the lights. On the
same night, Carmel will faceoff
at Pacific Grove for the highly
touted bronze ‘Shoe,’ as the
nemeses battle each year.
If these bouts are not
enough, the playoffs are just
around the corner, beginning
Nov. 21. “There will likely
be eight local teams headed
into the postseason,” Devine
said. “It should make for some
exciting football.”
Instead
of
becoming
depressed over the high cost
of attending an NFL game, it
could be worthwhile to drive
down the road to support a
local team and experience
some emotionally charged
high school football under the
Friday night lights.
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1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or consumers),
reports findings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.

Hey Otters,
In these highly technologically advanced times, society seems to
depend more and more on electronics. One of the more noticeable
dependencies Americans have allowed into their lives is the internet.
As a result, social networking sites like Facebook have infiltrated
American lives. While some people cannot stand this invasion of
privacy, others can be found using their cell phones to access these
sites day and night.
With this, the Otter Realm has decided to embrace technology and
welcome the opportunity to reach as many people as possible through
Facebook. Recently, the Otter Realm staff has set up a fan page at
www.facebook.com So please, we implore you to log-in, search for
‘Otter Realm’ and become a fan of the CSU Monterey Bay Campus
Newspaper. We look forward to seeing exactly what our readers have
to say about the content and welcome relevant story ideas. See you on
the information super highway.
Your Ombudsman,
Lucas Anthony

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Otter Realm is a bi-weekly student publication produced by the Otter Realm club and
HCOM 389. Opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the Otter
Realm, CSUMB administration, faculty, staff or college policy.
The Otter Realm serves two purposes: It is a training lab for students who wish to
develop journalism skills, and it is a forum for free expression of campus issues and
news. The Otter Realm Editorial Board will determine what to print on these pages. The
Editorial Board reserves the right to edit for libel, space or clarity.

OTTER OOPS

To the best of our knowledge, we have nothing to report here... If you have noticed
something we missed, let us know online at www.otterrealm.net, or email us at
otter_realm@csumb.edu.

Stay Current Online at
@ www.otterrealm.net
su do ku [sbb-db ’kbo]

Editor-in-Chief
Caitlyn Johnson

ombuds [am-bu-dz]
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Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.
So must every column, as must
every 3x3 square.

The Game is Played
Marc Russo, Staff Reporter
MRUSSO@CSUMB.EDU

It starts with Duck Duck Goose and London Bridge, moves to Red
Rover Red Rover, continues with Heads Up Seven Up. And then
one day, the games playing. Right...? Not hardly.
Just because we grow older doesn’t mean we stop playing
games, especially when it comes to dating. In fact, although they
tend to become less structured, the games seem to become more
childish than ever before. Once we become grown-ups, all bets
are off. There are no rules. There is no referee. There is no clearcut winner. In fact we all may be losers in this game. So why do
we play?
It starts with little white lies when we meet each other. An
attractive woman sees a man sitting next to her at the bar. Game
on. “What do you do for a living?” she says. Scared she might
be turned off by the truth, he tells her he is self-employed, which
sounds much better than un-employed. This is seemingly harmless
in the beginning, but it is only the first inning.
After the new duo hits it off and numbers are exchanged, the
second inning begins, the waiting game. He wants to step up to
the plate but at the same time play it cool, like she hasn’t been on
his mind. So he must wait the full three days before initiating that
first phone call. It’s in the rule book. He wants to call badly. He is
desperate to see her. But his friends advise him against it.
He decides to call her just one day early. What’s the harm in
that? Of course she doesn’t answer because she is also playing
the game. Instead of leaving a voicemail he hangs up. Leaving a
message would require her to call back, but a missed call leaves it
open for him to call again. He has a strategy. A game plan.
The stakes get higher. What was supposed to be her sweating
it out for three days while waiting and wondering why he hasn’t
called, has now warped into his worrying why she didn’t answer
and how soon he should try again. Another day goes by. He calls
again. This time she answers, but when he says, “Hi, it’s John,”
she says, “John who?” This is her tactic. She wants to make him
not feel too special just yet. It is very effective and stops him in
his tracks. He is now mumbling what he had rehearsed and had
down pat before the call. He somehow works through this enough
to schedule a date.
Just like the first phone call, he doesn’t want to seem too eager,
so he goes for casually late in picking her up. A willing partner
in the scrimmage, she also doesn’t want to seem eager, so she
makes sure she is still getting ready when he shows up. He arrives
15 minutes late, but waits 30 minutes on the couch, having an
awkward conversation with her male roommate who is also there
to play games. This is a different kind of game. “That’s my lioness,
but she doesn’t know it” kind of game.
Sadly all this was in vain. The duo did not hit it off, as it all dies
in the end. Game over.
All he can do is wait. It is now spring training and time to get in
gear for a whole new season.
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Person on Campus
Are You a Mac or a PC?

I'M A PC BECAUSE IT WASREALY,REALYCHEAP.~NICHOLIS TEL R

CHHS SENIOR

I HAVE A PC OF SHIT.
-GABRIELLE VOUTON
CHHS SENIOR
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-CLAIRE LA BERGE
LIBERAL STUDIES
I'M A MAC, BECAUSE I
SOPHOMORE
DON'T LIKE VIRUSES.
-GARRETT LEONG,
TAT JUNIOR

I'M A MAC THEY ARE
SO MUCH BETTER
THAN A PC, THEY ARE
LIGHTWEIGHT AND THE
KEYBOARDS LIGHT UP.
-MARCOS GIJON,
CHHS SOPHOMORE
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